


HELPING YOU SEE 
THE UNSEEN
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Designed and engineered in the UK, Halo 
thermal imaging technologies have been 
saving lives from behind the scenes since 

the mid 1990s.

In 2008, the team at Halo had a vision so revolutionary 

that technology had to catch up. Pioneers in thermal 

imaging, we’re infinitely one-step ahead. Forever 

innovative. Our tech ensures the safety and protection 

of people everywhere, in all walks of life.

You could even say that it’s hard to live without.





Camera start up 
/ shut down and 

menu control

Integrated helmet mount

2.5” OLED high 
definition screen

The smallest and lightest thermal 
imaging camera in the world

390g including battery

10 hours battery life

2.5” high definition display

Snap shot function with image 
freezing for situation assessment

Superior dynamic range

Unique shutter scanning awareness

Flexible arm



the haloTM

 51 ° 
    field of view

 390 g
                 weight

 50 Hz

      refresh rate

 2.5”
     display screen

OLED

key figures

The world’s first hands-free 
thermal imaging camera.

A game changer for the industry, The HaloTM 
gives you the freedom for versatility in hostile 
environments with its patentable technology; 
it’s the future of firefighting.

Whether you’re searching for casualties or firefighting, 
The HaloTM is an unbeatable tool to suit both situations.

A 2.5” HD screen mounted from the body of the camera, gives a 
great reference point when needed. Developed with an internal 
lithium ion battery, it offers a working duration of 10 hours 
before re-charging is required. At 390g The HaloTM is without 
doubt, the lightest thermal imaging camera available today.
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High impact casing

Anti-fog / scratch resistant 
display window

Adjustable Nomex 
handstrap

3.5” high 
definition display

Camera start up / shut down 
and menu control

The smallest and lightest hand held 
thermal imaging camera 

670g including battery

10 hours battery life

3.5” high definition display

Snap shot function with image 
freezing for situation assessment

Superior dynamic range

Unique shutter scanning awareness

Sacrificial display window available



<16 mK 
thermal sensitivity

 670 g
                 weight

 10 Hrs

     operating time

 3.5”
     display screen

OLED

key figures

One of the smallest and lightest 
handheld thermal imaging 
cameras available.

The AuraTM handheld thermal imaging camera 
can shine in many different situations, helping 
you to see the unseen for tactical fire fighting, 
urban search & rescue, man overboard and 
piracy at sea.

The AuraTM has been a flagship product for the company 
for many years with its ability to go anywhere and unrivalled 
dependability. With its 3.5” HD display and dynamic mode 
sensing, the AuraTM gives crystal clear definition. Developed 
with an internal lithium ion battery, it offers a working duration 
of 10 hours before re-charging is required.
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auraTM



Head-Up thermal 
imaging camera

PTT communications 
operation

The shell withstands a 
flashover of up to 1,000°C 

for 10 seconds

Augmented reality 
viewing optics

Fire retardant resin and Kevlar® 
fibre composite shell

Crystal clear Comms with your 
existing radio

Head-Up thermal imaging camera

Can be used in conjunction 
with Dräger, Scott, MSA and 
other BA-manufacturers

Fully-approved, with MED, 
SOLAS and CE marking

Complete head, face and neck 
protection

Camera start up 
/ shut down and 

menu control



  2 Hrs

operating time

 2.9 Kg

             weight

 1k C
   heat resistance

  5 Secs

     start-up time

key figures

The fire helmet that has it all.

The ultimate fire helmet with breathing 
apparatus mask built-in as standard, 
integrated thermal imaging and outstanding 
communications ability.

Providing head protection, respiratory protection and a great 
communications interface in one system is a huge benefit. 
When you couple that with being able to see through the 
densest of smoke then it’s a must have in fire fighting safety. 
The Solo TITM features a fully integrated thermal imaging camera, 
which displays the image inside the face mask using augmented 
reality viewing optics. The ergonomic design gives clean lines 
to the outside of the helmet which can be donned within a few 
seconds giving the firefighter a quicker reaction time and also 
the ability to use both hands in any hazardous situations.
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soloTITM



Fire retardant resin and Kevlar® 
fibre composite shell

Crystal clear Comms with your 
existing radio

Can be used in conjunction 
with Dräger, Scott, MSA and 
other BA-manufacturers

Fully-approved, with MED, 
SOLAS and CE marking

Complete head, face and neck 
protection

Quick-release 
Demand Valve

The shell withstands 
a flashover of up to 

1,000°C for 10 seconds

Passive speech 
transmitter

Crystal clear Comms with 
existing radio, conforms to 

BS EN 352-3

PTT communications 
operation



 4 mm

    lexan visor

 2.4 Kg

             weight

433
             approval

EN

key figures

All of the same safety benefits 
as the Solo TITM, but without the 
thermal imaging camera.

An outstanding fire helmet with a breathing 
apparatus mask built-in as standard 
combined with integral communications; 
it delivers on all requirements.

Providing head protection, respiratory protection and 
comprehensive communications interface in one system is a 
huge benefit. As communication becomes increasingly difficult 
on the fire ground, the SoloTM helmet delivers crystal clear 
amplification enhancing fire fighter safety. The helmet is designed 
and built from fire retardant resin and Kevlar® fibre composite 
material giving unparalleled protection and comfort. The SoloTM 
range also features a Nomex neck protection skirt providing total 
protection to the fire fighter.
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soloTM

 1k C
   heat resistance



Halo Thermal Imaging, Aviation Way, Durham Tees Valley Airport, Darlington, County Durham, DL2 1PD

   +44 (0) 1325 335 211             sales@halothermalimaging.co.uk            www.halothermalimaging.co.uk

Designed and Engineered 
in Great Britain


